Starting from a local quantum field theory with an unbroken compact symmetry group G in 1 + 1-dimensional spacetime we construct disorder fields implementing gauge transformations on the fields (order variables) localized in a wedge region. Enlarging the local algebras by these disorder fields we obtain a nonlocal field theory, the fixpoint algebras of which under the appropriately extended action of the group G are shown to satisfy Haag duality in every simple sector. The specifically 1+1 dimensional phenomenon of violation of Haag duality of fixpoint nets is thereby clarified. In the case of a finite group G the extended theory is acted upon in a completely canonical way by the quantum double D(G) and satisfies R-matrix commutation relations as well as a Verlinde algebra. Furthermore, our methods are suitable for a concise and transparent approach to bosonization. The main technical ingredient is a strengthened version of the split property which should hold in all reasonable massive theories. In the appendices (part of) the results are extended to arbitrary locally compact groups and our methods are adapted to chiral theories on the circle.
Introduction
Since the notion of the 'quantum double' was coined by Drinfel'd in his famous ICM lecture [1] there have been several attempts aimed at a clarification of its relevance to two dimensional quantum field theory. The quantum double appears implicitly in the work [3] on orbifold constructions in conformal field theory, where conformal quantum field theories (CQFTs) are considered whose operators are fixpoints under the action of a symmetry group on another CQFT. Whereas the authors emphasize that 'the fusion algebra of the holomorphic G-orbifold theory naturally combines both the representation and class algebra of the group G' the relevance of the double is fully recognized only in [4] . There the construction is also generalized by allowing for an arbitrary 3-cocycle in H 3 (G, U (1)) leading only, however, to a quasi quantum group in the sense of [5] . The quantum double also appears in papers on integrable quantum field theories (for a review see [6] ) as well as in certain lattice models (e.g. [7] ). Common to these works is the role of disorder operators or 'twist fields' which are 'local with respect to A up to the action of an element g ∈ G' [3] .
Regrettably most of these works (with the exception of [7] ) are not very precise in stating the premises and the results in mathematically unambiguous terms. For example it is usually unclear whether the 'twist fields' have to be constructed or are already present in some sense in the theory one starts with. Whereas most of the papers on quantum doubles in quantum field theory are more or less rigorous as far as the quantum groups are concerned the same cannot be said of the field theoretical considerations.
As a means to improve on this state of affairs we propose to take seriously the generally accepted conviction that the physical content of a quantum field theory can be recovered by studying the inequivalent representations (superselection sectors) of the algebra A of observables (which in the framework of conformal field theory is known as the chiral algebra). This point of view, put forward as early as 1964 [12] but unfortunately widely ignored, has proved fruitful for the model independent study of (not necessarily conformally covariant) quantum field theories, for reviews see [13, 14] . Using the methods of algebraic quantum field theory we will exhibit the mechanisms which cause the quantum double to appear in every quantum field theory in 1 + 1 dimensions fulfilling (besides the usual assumptions like locality) only two technical assumptions (Haag duality and split property, see below) but independent of conformal covariance or exact integrability.
As in [15] we will consider a quantum field theory to be specified by a net of von Neumann algebras, i.e. a map O → F(O), (1.1) which assigns to any bounded region in 1+1 dimensional Minkowski space a von Neumann algebra (i.e. an algebra of bounded operators closed under hermitian conjugation and weak limits) on the common Hilbert space H such that isotony holds:
The quasilocal algebra F defined by the union
over the set K of all double cones (diamonds) is assumed to be irreducible, i.e. F ′ = C1 † The net is supposed to fulfill Bose-Fermi commutation relations, i.e. any local operator decomposes into a bosonic and a fermionic part F = F + + F − such that for spacelike separated F and G we have The above decomposition is achieved by
where α − (F ) = V F V and V = V * = V −1 is the unitary operator which acts trivially on the space of bosonic vectors and like −1 on the fermionic ones. To formulate this locality † In general M ′ = {X ∈ B(H)|XY = Y X ∀Y ∈ M} denotes the algebra of all bounded operators commuting with all operators in M. requirement in a way more convenient for later purposes we introduce the twist operation F t = ZF Z * where Z = 1 + iV 1 + i , (⇒ Z 2 = V ) (1.6) which leads to ZF + Z * = F + , ZF − Z * = iV F − implying [F, G t ] = 0. The (twisted) locality postulate (1.4) can now be stated simply as
Poincaré covariance is implemented by assuming the existence of a (strongly continuous) unitary representation on H of the Poincaré group P such that α (Λ,a) (F(O)) = Ad U (Λ, a)(F(O)) = F(ΛO + a).
(1.8)
The spectrum of the generators of the translations (momenta) is required to be contained in the closed forward lightcone and the existence of a unique vacuum vector Ω invariant under P is assumed. Covariance under the conformal group, however, is not required. Our last postulate (for the moment) concerns the inner symmetries of the theory. There shall be a compact group G, represented in a strongly continuous fashion by unitary operators on H leaving invariant the vacuum such that the automorphisms α g (F ) = Ad U (g)(F ) of B(H) respect the local structure:
(1.9)
The action shall be faithful, i.e. α g = id ∀g ∈ G. This is no real restriction, for the kernel of the homomorphism G → Aut(F) can be divided out. (Compactness of G need not be postulated, as it follows [37, Theorem 3.1] from the split property which will be introduced later.) In particular, there is an element k ∈ Z(G) of order 2 in the center of the group G such that V = U (k). This implies that the observables which are now defined as the fixpoints under the action of G fulfill locality in the conventional untwisted sense. In 1+1 dimensions the representations of the Poincaré group and of the inner symmetries do not necessarily commute [40] . In Proposition 2 of this reference it was, however, proved that in theories satisfying the distal split property the translations commute with the inner symmetries whereas the boosts act by automorphisms on the group G max of all inner symmetries. As we will postulate a stronger version of the split property in the next section the cited result applies to the situation at hand. What we still have to assume is that the one parameter group of Lorentz boosts maps the group G of inner symmetries, which in general will be a subgroup of G max , into itself and commutes with V = U (k). This assumption is indispensable for the covariance of the fixpoint net A as well as of another net to be constructed later. This framework was the starting point for the investigations in [15] where in particular properties of the observable net (1.10) and its representations on the sectors in H, i.e. the G-invariant subspaces, were studied. While it is impossible to do any justice to the deep analysis which derives from this early work (e.g. [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] and the books [13, 14] ) we have to sketch some of the main ideas in order to prepare the ground for our own work in the subsequent sections. One important notion examined in [15] was that of duality designating a certain maximality property in the sense that the local algebras cannot be enlarged (on the same Hilbert space) without violating spacelike commutativity. The postulate of twisted duality for the fields consists in strengthening the twisted locality (1.7) to A sector H 1 is called simple if the group G acts on it via multiplication with a character
A(O) = F(O)
(1.13)
Clearly the vacuum sector is simple. Furthermore it has been shown [15, Theorem 6.1] that the irreducible representations of the observables on the charge sectors in H are strongly locally equivalent in the sense that for any representation π(A) = A ↾ H π and any O ∈ K there is a unitary operator X O : H 0 → H π such that
(1.14)
The fundamental facts (1.12) and (1.14), which have come to be called Haag duality and the DHR criterion respectively, were taken as starting points in [17, 18] where a more ambitious approach to the theory of superselection sectors was advocated and developed to a large extent. The basic idea was that the physical content of any quantum field theory should reside in the observables and their vacuum representation. All other physically relevant representations as well as unobservable charged fields interpolating between those and the vacuum sector should be constructed from the observable data. The vacuum representation was postulated to satisfy (1.12), while (1.14) was chosen as a selection criterion for a class of interesting representations. It may be considered as one of the triumphs of the algebraic approach that it has finally been possible to prove [21, and references given there] the existence of an essentially unique net of field algebras with a unique compact group G of inner symmetries such that there is an isomorphism between the monoidal (strict, symmetric) category of the superselection sectors satisfying (1.14) with the product structure established in [17] and the category of finite dimensional representations of G. Before turning now to the two dimensional situation we should remark that the duality property (1.11) upon which the whole theory hinges has been proved to hold for free massive and massless fields (scalar [23] and Dirac [15] ) in all dimensions, including two, as well as several interacting theories (P (φ) 2 , Y 2 ).
In 1+1 dimensions part of the analysis breaks down due to the topological pecularity that the spacelike complement of a bounded (connected) region consists of two connected components as a consequence of which the permutation group governing the statistics is replaced by the braid group [24] . The algebraic formalism of [17, 18] was adapted to this situation in [25, 26, 27] . It is still not known by which structure the compact group appearing in the higher dimensional situation has to be replaced if a completely general solution to this question exists at all. Besides the appearence of braid group statistics another well known consequence of the topology of low dimensional Minkowski space is the existence of soliton sectors. For rigorous treatments in the frameworks of constructive and general quantum field theory see [28] and [30, 31, 32] , respectively. We intend to make use of the latter in a sequel to this work.
We will now comment on the starting point for our investigations, another two dimensional pecularity, less known and at first sight of interest only within the algebraic approach to quantum field theory. We refer to the fact that the step from (1.11) to (1.12) fails in 1+1 dimensions. This means that one cannot conclude from twisted duality of the fields that duality holds for the observables in simple sectors, which in fact is violated. The origin of this phenomenon is easily understood. Let O ∈ K be a double cone. One can then construct gauge invariant operators in F(O ′ ) which are obviously contained in A(O) ′ but not in A(O ′ ). This is seen remarking that the latter algebra, belonging to a disconnected region, is defined to be generated by the observable algebras associated to the left and right spacelike complements of O, respectively. This algebra does not contain gauge invariant operators constructed using fields localized in both components. This is reminiscent of the analysis in [20] where nets of observables (in at least 2+1 dimensions) which arise as fixpoints under a group of inner symmetries from a field theory were shown to violate Haag duality whenever the symmetry is spontaneously broken in the sense that the vacuum is not invariant under the whole group. In this case the observables fulfill only a weaker duality property, known as essential duality, which, defining the dual net by 15) amounts to the property
This aspect was further developed in [21, 22] in the context of reconstruction of the fields from the observables. We now come to the plan of this paper. The aim will be to explore the relation between a quantum field theory with symmetry group G in 1+1 dimensions and the fixpoint theory. In addition to the general properties of such a theory stated above, twisted duality (1.11) is assumed to hold for the large theory. As explained above, in this situation duality of the fixpoint theory fails even in the case of unbroken group symmetry. As we will show in the next two section essential duality holds, however, and we will compute the dual net quite explicitly. To this end we will need one additional postulate concerning the causal independence of one-sided infinite regions (wedges) which are separated from each other by a finite distance. In section 4 we will uncover a hidden symmetry under the action of the quantum double D(G) whose spontaneous breakdown one might interpret as the actual reason for the failure of Haag duality. The construction given there allows in particular the mathematically rigorous construction of quantum field theories with D(G)-symmetry for any finite group G. The aim of the final section 5 is to show that the methods introduced in the preceding sections are well suited for a discussion of Jordan-Wigner transformations and bosonization in the framework of algebraic quantum field theory.
Three appendices are devoted in turn to a summary of the needed facts on quantum groups and quantum doubles, an indication how an analysis similar to sections 2 to 4 can be done for chiral conformal theories on the circle, and some generalizations. 
Whereas, as we have shown in the introduction, Haag duality for double cones is violated in the fixpoint theory A, one obtains the following weaker form of duality.
Proposition 2.1 The representation of the fixpoint net A fulfills duality for wedges
and essential duality (1.16) in all simple sectors.
Proof. The spacelike complement of a wedge region is itself a wedge, thus connected, whereby the proof of [15, Theorem 4.1] applies, yielding the first statement. The second follows from wedge duality via
as locality of the dual net is equivalent to essential duality of A.
We will now introduce the central notion for this paper.
Definition 2.2 A family of disorder operators consists, for any O ∈ K and any
In words: the adjoint action of U O L/R (g) on fields located in the left and right spacelike complements of O, respectively, equals the global group action on one side and is trivial on the other. As a consequence of (twisted) wedge duality we have at once
On the other hand it is clear that disorder operators cannot be contained in the local algebras F(O), F(O) t nor in the quasilocal algebra F, for in this case locality would not allow their adjoint action to be as stated on operators located arbitrarily far to the left or right. Heuristically, assuming U (g) arises from a conserved local current via
where integration takes place over a spacelike curve from left spacelike infinity to a point x 0 in O. The need for a finitely extended interpolation region O arises from the distributional character of the current which necessitates a smooth cutoff. We refrain from discussing these matters further as they play no role in the sequel. In massive free field theories disorder operators can be constructed rigorously (e.g. [33, 34] ) using the CCR/CAR structure and the criteria due to Shale. 
. By wedge duality and the bosonic nature of F we have F ∈ F(W O R ) and duality for double cones implies F ∈ F(O).
Remark. This result shows that disorder operators are unique up to unitary elements of F(O), the local algebra of the interpolation region. The obvious fact that
L (h) U (g) * are disorder operators for the group elements gh and ghg −1 , respectively, implies that a family of disorder operators constitutes a projective representation of G with the cocycle taking values in F(O).
For the purposes of the present investigation the mere existence of disorder operators is not enough, for we need them to obey certain further restrictions. Our first aim will be to obtain such operators by a construction which is model independent to the largest possible extent, making use only of properties valid in any reasonable model. To this effect we reconsider an idea due to Doplicher [36] and developed further in, e.g., [37, 38] . It consists of using the split property [39] to obtain, for any g ∈ G and any pair of double
In order to be able to do the same thing with wedges we introduce our last postulate. This property is discussed to some length in [40] and shown to be fulfilled for the free massive scalar and Dirac fields. In quantum field theories where there are lots of cyclic and separating vectors for the local algebras by the Reeh-Schlieder theorem, the split property is equivalent [37] to the existence, for any double cone O, of a unitary operator
Definition 2.4 An inclusion
That one of the algebras F(W O LL ) and F(W O RR ), which are associated to spacelike separated regions, has to be twisted in order for an isomorphism as above to exist is clear as in general these algebras do not commute while the factors of a tensor product do commute. (Analogously, there is a spatial isomorphism between
We will stick to the use of W O .) In order not to obscure the basic simplicity of the argument we assume for a moment that the theory F is purely bosonic, i.e. fulfills locality and duality without twisting. Using the isomorphism implemented by W O we then have the following correspondences:
whereas Haag duality for double cones yields
(Taking the intersection separately for both factors of the tensor product is valid in this situation as can easily be proved using the lattice property of von Neumann algebras M ∧ N = (M ′ ∨ N ′ ) ′ and the commutation theorem for tensor products
We thus see that in conjunction with the well known fact [41] that the algebras associated with wedge regions are factors of type III 1 the split property for wedges implies that the algebras of double cones are type III 1 factors, too.
The following property of the maps W O will be pivotal for the considerations below. Given any unitary U implementing a local symmetry (i.e. U F(O)U * = F(O) ∀O) and leaving invariant the vacuum (U Ω = Ω) the following identity holds:
For the construction of W O as well as for the proof of (2.11) we refer to [37, 38] , the difference that those authors work with double cones being unimportant.
Construction of disorder operators
The operators W O will now be used to obtain disorder operators. To this purpose we give the following Definition 2.5 For any double cone O ∈ K and any g ∈ G we set
As an immediate consequence of this definition we have the following Proposition 2.6 The disorder operators defined above satisfy
14)
Proof. The first statement is trivial and the second follows from (2.11). The covariance property (2.15) is another consequence of (2.11).
Remark. We have thus obtained some kind of factorization of the global action of the group G into two commuting true (i.e. no cocycles) representations of G such that the original action is recovered as the diagonal. Furthermore, these operators transform covariantly under global gauge transformations. It remains to be shown that the U O L/R indeed fulfill the requirements of Definition 2.2. The second requirement follows from Definition 2.5, which with (2.9) obviously yields
The first one is seen by the following computation valid for
appealing to the isomorphism ∼ = implemented by W O . Returning now to the more general case including fermions we have to consider the apparent problem that there are now two ways to define the operators U O L (g) and U O R (g), depending upon whether we choose W O orW O . (In contrast, the tensor product factorization (2.10) of the local algebras is of a purely technical nature, rendering it irrelevant whether we use W O orW O .) This ambiguity is resolved by remarking that the element k ∈ G giving rise to V by V = U (k) is central, implying that the operators U (g), g ∈ G, are bosonic (even). For even operators
so that the disorder variables are uniquely defined even operators.
The first two equations of (2.9) are replaced by
By taking commutants we obtain
Whereas we can use (1 ⊗ F ) t = 1 ⊗ F t to transform the second equation of (2.19) into
the second equation of (2.20) is somewhat unwieldy
, which is valid in the fermionic case, too, finally leads to
While this is not as nice as (2.10) it is still sufficient for the considerations in the sequel. We will now prove that the disorder operators associated with the double cone O implement automorphisms of the algebra F(O), a fact which will be of considerable importance later on. Remark. In Proposition 3.11 below we will show that the automorphisms α g are in fact outer on the wedge algebras, rendering irrelevant the 'if' direction. Proof. The first part of the statement follows easily from the spatial isomorphism (2.10) and Definition 2.5. As to the second, let 
where the twisting may be omitted as V g is bosonic. Remarking that 
L (g) on this algebra. We close this section with one remark. We have seen that the split property for wedges implies the existence of disorder operators which constitute true representations of the symmetry group and which transform covariantly under the global symmetry. Conversely, one can show that the existence of disorder operators, possibly with group cocycle, in conjunction with the split property for wedges for the fixpoint net A implies the split property for the field net F. This in turn allows to remove the cocyle using the above construction. We refrain from giving the argument which is similar to those in [36, pp. 79, 85 ].
3 Field extensions and Haag duality
The extended field net
Having defined the disorder variables we now take the next step, which at first sight may seem unmotivated. Its relevance will become clear in the sequel. We define a new net of algebras O →F(O) by adding the disorder variables associated with the double cone O to the fields localized in this region.
Remarks. 1. In accordance with the common terminology in statistical mechanics and conformal field theory the operators which are composed of fields (order variables) and disorder variables might be called parafermion operators.
2. We could as well have chosen the disorder operators acting on the right hand side. As there is a complete symmetry between left and right there would be no fundamental difference. We will therefore stick to the above choice throughout this paper. Including both the left and right handed disorder operators would, however, have the unpleasant consequence that there would be translation invariant operators (namely the U (g)'s) in the local algebras.
3. The local algebraF(O) of the above definition resembles the crossed product of F(O) by the automorphism group α O g , the interesting aspect being that the automorphism group depends on the region O. These two constructions differ, however, with respect to the Hilbert space on which they are defined. Whereas the crossed product F(O) ⋊ α O G lives on the Hilbert space L 2 (G, H), our algebrasF (O) are defined on the original space H. For later purposes it will be necessary to know whether these algebras are isomorphic, but we prefer first to discuss those aspects which are independent of this question.
The first thing to check is, of course, that the Definition 3.1 specifies a net of von Neumann algebras.
Proposition 3.2 The assignment O →F(O) satisfies isotony.
Proof. Let O ⊂Ô be an inclusion of double cones. Obviously we have
Remark. From this we can conclude that the netF(O) is uniquely defined in the sense that any family of disorder operators gives rise to the same netF (O) provided such operators exist at all. For most of the arguments in this paper we will, however, need the detailed properties proved above which follow from the construction via the split property.
It is obvious that the netF is nonlocal. While the spacelike commutation relations of fields and disorder operators are known by construction we will have more to say on this subject later. On the other hand it should be clear that the netsF and A are local relative to each other. This is simply the fact that the disorder operators commute with the fixpoints of α g in both spacelike complements.
Proposition 3.3 The netF is Poincaré covariant with the original representation of
(g) whereas for the boosts we have
Proof. The family W O : H → H ⊗ H of unitaries provided by the split property fulfills the identity
as is easily seen to follow from the construction in [37, 38] . This implies
where
Proposition 3.4 The vacuum vector Ω is cyclic and separating forF (O).
Proof. Follows from
since Ω is cyclic and separating for F(O) and F(W O L ).
Proposition 3.5 The wedge algebras for the netF take the form
Proof. The first identity is obvious, while the second follows from
R and the factorization property (2.14). The last statement is equivalent to Ω not being cyclic for A(W O LL ).
Then the following cluster properties hold.
Proof. The first identity follows fromF ∈F (W O L ) and the usual cluster property. The second is seen by writingF = F U O R (g −1 ) U (g) and applying the weak convergence of U O R as above, the translation invariance of U (g) and the invariance of the vacuum under U (g).
Haag duality
Observing by (2.15) that the adjoint action of the global symmetry group leaves the 'localization' (in the sense of Definition 2.2) of the disorder operators invariant it is clear that the automorphisms α g = Ad U (g) extend to local symmetries of the enlarged netF.
We are thus in a position to define yet another net, the fixpoint net ofF
whereby we have the following square of local inclusionŝ 
Proposition 3.8 The net O →Â(O) is local.
Proof. Let O <Õ be two regions spacelike to each other,Õ being located to the right of
and the relative locality of observables and fields we conclude thatÂ(O) commutes with F(Õ). On the other hand the UÕ L commute withÂ(O) as this algebra is pointwise gauge invariant.
We have just proved that the netÂ constitutes a local extension of the observable net A, thereby confirming our initial observation that A does not satisfy Haag duality. The elements ofÂ being gauge invariant they commute a fortiori with the central projections in the group algebra, thereby leaving invariant the sectors in H. We will now prove a nice result which serves as our first justification for the Definitions 3.1 and 3.7.
Proof. We already know that
In order to prove equality we consider the following string of identities, making use of the spatial isomorphisms due to the split property and omitting the superscript O on the wedge regions. Proof. Let P 1 be the projection on a simple sector, i.e. fulfilling
where χ is a character of
′′ and (3.14) we have
With m(F ) = dg U (g)F U (g) * and once again using (3.14) we obtain
On the other hand
The proof is now completed by applying the preceding lemma. Remark. The above arguments make it clear that Haag duality cannot hold for the net A(O) even in simple sectors. This is not necessarily so if the split property for wedges does not hold. In conformally invariant theories gauge invariant combinations of field operators in the left and the right spacelike complements of a double cone O may well be contained in A(O ′ ) due to spacetime compactification. One would think, however, that this is impossible in massive theories, even those without the split property.
Computation ofÂ(O)
While this theorem allows us in principle to construct the dual netÂ one would like to know more explicitly how the elements ofÂ look in terms of the fields in F and the disorder operators. In the case of an abelian group G this is easy to see. As a consequence of the covariance property (2.15) we then have
that is the disorder operators are gauge invariant and thus contained inÂ(O). It is then obvious thatÂ
The case of the group G being non-abelian is more complicated and we limit ourselves to finite groups leading already to structures which are quite interesting. In order to proceed we would like to know that every operatorF ∈F(O) has a unique representation of the formF =
While this true for the crossed product M ⋊ G on L 2 (G, H) (only for finite groups!) it is not obvious for the algebra M ∨ U (G) ′′ on H. The latter may be considered as the image of the former under a homomorphism which might have a nontrivial kernel. In this case there would be equations of the type
where not all F (g) vanish. Fortunately at least for finite groups (infinite, thus noncompact, discrete groups are ruled out by the split property) this undesirable phenomenon can be excluded without imposing further assumptions using the following result due to Buchholz.
Proposition 3.11
The automorphisms α g = Ad U (g) act outerly on the wedge algebras.
Proof. Let W be the standard wedge W = {x ∈ R 2 | x 1 > |x 0 |} and assume there is a unitary
• α x of translations and gauge transformations we have
we obtain
The von Neumann algebra
is mapped into itself by translations α x where x ∈ W and the vacuum vector Ω it is separating for V as we have V ⊂ F(W ). This allows us to apply the arguments in [41] to conclude that V is either trivial (i.e. V = C1) or a factor of type III 1 . The assumed existence of V g , which cannot be proportional to the identity due to the postulate α g = id, excludes the first alternative whereas the second is incompatible with (3.23) according to which V g is central. Contradiction! Remark. This result may be interpreted as an ultraviolet problem. The automorphism α g being inner on a wedge W , wedge duality would imply it to be inner on the complementary wedge W ′ , too, giving rise to a factorization
. This would be incompatible with the distributional character of the local current from which U (g) derives.
Corollary 3.12 Let the symmetry group G be finite. Then the enlarged algebraF
the relative commutants are trivial).
Proof. Let the discrete group G act outerly on the factor M. Then the irreducibility statements M ⋊ G ∩ π(M) ′ = M ∩ M G ′ = C1 are standard consequences of the relative commutant theorem [42, §22] for crossed products. In particular M ⋊ G is a factor. Remarking that finite groups are discrete and compact the proof is completed by an application of [44, Corollary 2.3] which states that M ⋊ G and M ∨ U (G) ′′ are isomorphic if the former algebra is factorial and G is compact. Remark. If G is a compact continuous group outerness of the action does not allow us to draw these conclusions. In this case an additional postulate is needed. It would be sufficient to assume irreducibility of the inclusion A(W ) ⊂ F(W ), for, as shown by Longo, this property in conjunction with proper infinitude of A(W ) implies dominance of the action and factoriality of the crossed product.
We are now able to give an explicit description of the dual netÂ.
Theorem 3.13 Every operatorÂ ∈Â(O) can be uniquely written aŝ
the sums extending over the conjugacy classes of G and the elements of the class c, respectively. The A(g) have to obey the restriction 26) where N g = {h ∈ G | gh = hg} is the normalizer of g in G, and within every conjugacy class c the A(·) must satisfy
Conversely, every choice of A(g) complying with the above constraints gives an element ofÂ(O). An analogous representation for the algebrasÂ(W
Remark. The adjoint action of G being transitive on each conjugacy classÂ(c) is determined by A(g) for any single g ∈ c, restricted only by (3.26) . That A(h) is well defined for all h ∈ c, h = g is seen as follows. Assume k 1 , k 2 are such that k i gk
For G abelian every g ∈ G constitutes its own conjugacy class and for the normalizers we have N g = G, recovering the statement onÂ made earlier. It is equally easy to check that the A(h), h = g satisfy (3.26) if A(g) does so. Proof. By the above observations anyÂ ∈Â(O) can be decomposed uniquely according to (3.25) . As the adjoint group action leaves the conjugacy classes invariant it is clear that everyÂ(c) has to be invariant independently of the others. It is clear that any A(g) has to be invariant under the respective normalizer, for α k , k ∈ N g transforms the summand
) which gives rise to the condition (3.27) . It is obvious that the arguments can be reversed. The statement on the wedge algebrasÂ(W O R ) follows from the fact thatF(W O R ) is the crossed product of F(W O R ) by the global automorphism group, cf. Proposition 3.5.
The split property
The prominent role played by the split property in our investigations so far gives rise to the question whether it extends to the enlarged netsÂ andF. As to the netF it is clear that a twist operation is needed in order to achieve commutativity of the algebras of two spacelike separated regions. Let 28) and the t on F (g) denotes the Bose-Fermi twist of the introduction. (By the crossed product nature of the algebrasF (O) it is clear that this map is well defined and invertible.) That commutativity holds as claimed follows easily fromF
It is interesting to observe that the twist has to be applied to the algebra located to the right for this construction to work. This twist operation lacks, however, several indispensable features. Firstly, there is no unitary operator S implementing the twist as in the Bose-Fermi case. The second, more important objection refers to the fact that the map (3.28) becomes noninvertible when extended to right-handed wedge regions, for the operators U O R (g) are contained in F(W O R ). Concerning the netÂ which, in contrast, is local there is no conceptual obstruction to proving the split property. We start by observing thatÂ(
As the split property for the fields carries over [36] to the observables in the vacuum sector there is nothing to do if we restrict ourselves to the latter. We intend to prove now that the netÂ fulfills the split property on the big Hilbert space H. To this purpose we draw upon the pioneering work [36] where it was shown that the split property (for double cones) of a field net with group symmetry and twisted locality follows from the corresponding property of the fixpoint net provided the group G is finite abelian. (The case of general groups constitutes an open problem, but given nuclearity for the observables and some restricition on the masses in the charged sectors nuclearity and thus the split property for the fields can be proved.) Proposition 3.14 The net O →Â(O) satisfies the split property for wedge regions, provided the group G is finite.
Proof. The split property for wedges is equivalent [35] to the existence, for every double cone O, of a product state
For the rest of the proof we fix one double cone O and omit it in the formulae. We have already remarked that for the net A product states φ 0 are known to exist. In order to construct a product state forÂ we suppose γ e is a conditional expectation from
where A, B are as above, implying that φ = φ 0 • γ e is a product state. It remains to find the conditional expectation γ e . To make plain the basic idea we consider abelian groups G first. In this case γ e is given by
where ψ χ ∈ F(O) is a unitary field operator transforming according to α g (ψ χ ) = χ(g) · ψ χ under the group G. This map has all the desired properties. The pointwise invariance ofÂ(W LL ) follows from the fact that this algebra commutes with the unitaries
with the identity χ∈Ĝ χ(g) = |G| δ g,e (valid also for non-abelian groups) implies that the operators U L (g) ∈Â(W RR ), g = e are annihilated by γ e . Finally, the existence of ψ χ for all χ (i.e. the dominance of the group action α on F(O)) is well known to follow from the assumed irreducibility. The generalization to non-abelian groups is straightforward. The unitaries ψ χ are replaced by multiplets ψ r,i of isometries for all irreducible representations r of G. They fulfill the following relations of orthogonality and completeness:
and transform according to
under the group. That the conditional expectation γ e given by
does the job follows from
Again the existence of such multiplets is guaranteed by our assumptions.
Remark. Tensor multiplets satisfying (3.30, 3.31) were first considered in [19] where the relation between the charged fields in a net of field algebras and the inequivalent representations of the observables was studied in the framework of [15] . Multiplets of this type will play a role in our subsequent investigations, too.
Irreducibility of A(O) ⊂F (O)
The inclusions A(O) ⊂ F(O) ⊂F(O) are of the form
where K and L are finite subgroups of AutP, as studied in [46] (albeit for type II 1 factors). There P K ⊂ P ⋊ L was shown to be irreducible iff K ∩ L = {e} in OutP and to be of finite depth if and only if the subgroup Q of OutP generated by K and L is finite. Furthermore, the inclusion has depth two (i.e. N ′ ∧ M 2 is a factor where N ⊂ M ⊂ M 1 ⊂ M 2 ⊂ · · · is the Jones tower corresponding to the subfactor N ⊂ M) in the special case when Q = K · L (i.e. every q ∈ Q can be written as q = kl, k ∈ K, l ∈ L). In our situation, where K = Diag(G × G) and L = G × 1, all these conditions are fulfilled, as we have
. The interest of this observation for our purposes derives from the following result, discovered by Ocneanu and proved, e.g., in [49, 50] . It states that an irreducible inclusion N ⊂ M arises via N = M H = {x ∈ M | γ a (x) = ε(x)1 ∀a ∈ H} from the action of a Hopf algebra H on M iff the inclusion has depth two. In the next section this Hopf algebra will be identified and related to our quantum field theoretic setup.
For the irreducibility of A(O) inF (O) we now give a proof independent of any sophisticated inclusion theoretic machinery.
Proposition 3.15 For any O ∈ K we havê
Proof. By the split property this relative commutant is unitarily equivalent to (with
Now let X be an element of the algebra given by eq. (3.37). By the same arguments as used earlier, every operator
The condition X ∈ B(H) ⊗ 1 implies F g = 0 for all g = e and thereby X ∈ M ′ 1 ⊗ 1. We thus have
) ⊗ 1 and, once again using the irreducibility of the group inclusions, X ∝ 1 ⊗ 1.
Quantum double symmetry 4.1 Abelian groups
As we have shown above the algebrasF(O) may be considered as crossed products of F(O) with the actions of the respective automorphism groups α O . In the case of abelian (locally compact) groups there is a canonical action [43] of the dual (character-) groupĜ
Making use of U O 1 (g) U O 2 (g) * ∈ F, ∀O i one can consistently define an action ofĜ on the net O →F(O), respecting the local structure and thus extending to the quasilocal algebraF . The action ofĜ commutes with the original action of G as extended toF, implying that the locally compact group G ×Ĝ is a group of local symmetries of the extended theory O →F (O). The square structure (3.10) can now easily be interpreted in terms of the larger symmetry:
The symmetry between the subgroups G andĜ of G ×Ĝ is, however, not perfect, as only the automorphisms α g , g ∈ G are unitarily implemented on the Hilbert space H. That there can be no unitary implementer U (χ) forα χ , χ ∈Ĝ leaving invariant the vacuum Ω is shown by the following computation which would be valid for all
This can only be true if
This argument shows that the vacuum state ω = Ω, · Ω is not invariant under the automorphismsα(χ), χ ∈Ĝ, in other words, the symmetry underĜ is spontaneously broken.
The preceding argument is just a special case of the much more general analysis in [20] , where non-abelian groups were considered, too. There, to be sure, the field net acted upon by the group was supposed to fulfill Bose-Fermi commutation relations, whereas in our case the field net is nonlocal. Furthermore, whereas the net F(O), the point of departure for our analysis, fulfills (twisted) duality, the extended netF(O) enjoys no obvious duality properties. Nevertheless the analogy to [20] goes beyond the above argument. Indeed, as shown by Roberts, spontaneous breakdown of group symmetries is accompanied by a violation of Haag duality for the observables, restricted to the vacuum sector H 0 . Defining the net B(O) = F(O) G 0 , the fixpoint net under the action of the unbroken part G 0 = {g ∈ G | ω 0 • α g = ω 0 } of the symmetry group, a combination of the arguments in [15] and [20] leads to the conclusion that (in the vacuum sector H 0 ) B(O) is just the dual net A d (O) which verifies Haag duality. Our analysis in section 2, leading to the identification of the dual net as A d =Â =F G , is obviously in accord with the general theory as we have shown above that G is the unbroken part, corresponding to G 0 , of the full symmetry group G ×Ĝ.
In the case of spontaneously broken group symmetries it is known that, irrespective of the nonexistence of global unitary implementers leaving invariant the vacuum, one can find local implementers for the whole symmetry group. This means that for each double cone O there exists a unitary representation
, was given in [22] . The construction given there applies without change to the situation at hand where the action of the dual groupĜ onF (O) is spontaneously broken.
An interesting example is provided by the free massive Dirac field which as already mentioned fulfills our postulates, including twisted duality and the split property. Its symmetry group U (1) being compact and abelian, the extended netF and the action of the dual group Z can be constructed as described above. By restriction of the netÂ to the vacuum sector H 0 one obtains a local net fulfilling Haag duality with symmetry group Z. Wondering to which quantum field theory this net might correspond, it appears quite natural to think of the sine-Gordon theory at the free fermion point β 2 = 4π as discussed, e.g., in [29] .
Non-abelian groups
We refrain from a further discussion of the abelian case and turn over to the more interesting case of G being non-abelian and finite. (Infinite compact groups will be treated in Appendix B.) For non-abelian groups the dual object is not a group but either some Hopf algebraic structure or a category of representations. Correspondingly, the action of the dual group in [43] has to be replaced by a coaction of the group or the action of a group dual in the sense of [45] . For our present purposes these high-brow approaches will not be necessary. Instead we choose to generalize (4.1) in the following straightforward way. We observe that the characters of a compact abelian group constitute an orthogonal basis of the function space L 2 (G), whereas in the non-abelian case they span only the subspace of class functions. This motivates us to define an action of C(G), the |G|-dimensional space of all complex valued functions on G, onF(O) in the following way:
Again this action of C(G) is consistent with the local structure of the net O →F (O) and extends to the quasilocal C * -algebraF. In general, of course, γ F is no homomorphism but only a linear map. (That the maps γ F are well defined for every f ∈ C(G) should be obvious, see also the next section.) Introducing the 'deltafunctions' δ g (h) = δ g,h any function can be written as F = g F (g) δ g , and γ δg will be abbreviated by γ g . The latter are projections, i.e. they satisfy γ 2 g = γ g . The images ofF (O) andF under these will be designatedF g (O) andF g , respectively. Obviously we haveF represents a grading ofF by the group, i.e.
(In fact we have equality, but this will play no role in the sequel.) This group grading which is, of course, not surprising as it holds for every crossed product by a finite group allows us to state the behavior of γ g under products:
The novel aspect, however, is thatF is at the same time acted upon by the group G, these two structures being coupled by
as a consequence of (2.15). This is equivalent to the relation
In this context it is of interest to remark that several years ago algebraists studied (see [47] and references given there) analogies between group graded algebras and algebras acted upon by a finite group. Similar studies have been undertaken in the context of inclusions of von Neumann algebras. As it turns out the situation at hand, which is rather more interesting, can be neatly described in terms of the action, as defined, e.g., in [48] , of a Hopf algebra (in our case finite dimensional) onF . The relations fulfilled by the α g and γ h , in particular (4.9), motivate us to cite the following well known
Definition 4.1 Let C(G) be the algebra of (complex valued) functions on the finite group G and consider the adjoint action of G on C(G) according to
.
The quantum double D(G) is defined as the crossed product D(G) = C(G) ⋊ α G of C(G) by this action. In terms of generators D(G)
is the algebra generated by elements U g and V h , g, h ∈ G with the relations
and the identification U e = g V g = 1.
It is easy to see that D(G) is of the finite dimension |G| 2 , where as a convenient basis one may choose V (g)U (h), g, h ∈ G, multiplying according to
. This is just a special case of a construction given by Drinfel'd [1] in greater generality which we do not bother to retain. For the purposes of this work it suffices to state the following well known properties of D(G), referring to [1, 2, 4] for further discussion, see also Appendix A.
In order to define an action of a Hopf algebra on von Neumann algebras we further need a star structure on the former which in our case is provided by the following
Proposition 4.2 With the definition
U * g = U g −1 , V * h = V h
and the appropriate extension, D(G) is a *-algebra. D(G) is semisimple.
Proof. Trivial calculation. Finite dimensional *-algebras are automatically semisimple.
Before stating how the quantum double D(G) acts onF we define precisely the properties of a Hopf algebra action. 
We have used the standard notation ∆(a) = a (1) ⊗ a (2) for the coproduct where on the right side there is an implicit summation. The map γ is assumed to be weakly continuous with respect to M and continuous with respect to some C * -norm on H (which is unique in the case of finite dimensionality).
After these lengthy preparations it is clear how to define the action of D(G) onF.
using (4.15) to define γ on the basis V (g)U (h) and extending linearly to D(G) one obtains an action in the sense of Definition 4.3.
Proof. (4.13) follows from 1 D(G) = g V g , (4.14) from 1F ∈F e and (A.4), whereas (4.15) is an obvious consequence of the definition. Furthermore, (4.16) is a consequence of α g being a homomorphism, the coproduct property (4.7) and the definition (A.5). The statement (4.17) on the *-operation finally follows from (α g (x)) * = α g (x * ) and S(U * g ) = U g on the one hand and (F g ) * =F g −1 and S(V * g ) = V g −1 on the other. Remarks. 1. It should be obvious that the action of D(G) onF commutes with the translations and that it commutes with the boosts iff the group G does. Otherwise,
2. In the case of G being abelian U χ = g∈G χ(g)·V g , χ ∈Ĝ constitutes an alternative basis for the subalgebra C(G) ⊂ D(G). The resulting formulae U χ U ρ = U χρ , ∆(U χ ) = U χ ⊗ U χ and γ Uχ (·) =α χ (·) establish the equivalence of the quantum double with the group G ×Ĝ. The abelian case is special insofar as D(G) is spanned by its grouplike elements, which is not true for G non-abelian.
Spontaneously broken quantum symmetry
Having shown in the abelian case that the symmetry under the dual groupĜ is spontaneously broken it should not come as a suprise that the same holds for non-abelian groups G where, of course, the notion of unitary implementation has to be generalized.
Definition 4.5 An action γ of the Hopf algebra H on the *-algebra M is said to be implemented by the (homomorphic) representation U : H → B(H) if for all
The representation is said to be unitary if the map U is a *-homomorphism.
In complete analogy to the abelian case we see that only a subalgebra of D(G), namely the group algebra CG is implemented in the above sense. A similar phenomenon has already been observed to occur in the Coulomb gas representation of the minimal models [51] and in [6] where two dimensional theories without conformal covariance were considered. It would be interesting to know whether there exists, in some sense, a 'quantum version' of Goldstone's theorem for spontaneously broken Hopf algebra symmetries.
In an earlier section we defined a twist operation (3.28) which bijectively mapsF (O) into an algebraF(O) T which commutes with all field operators localized in the left spacelike complement W O LL of O. With the notation introduced in this chapter this operation can be written as F T = g γ g (F ) t U (g −1 ). One might wonder whether there is a mapT which achieves the same thing for the right spacelike complement W O RR . If the quantum symmetry were not spontaneously broken, such a map would be given by
where the V (g) are the projectors implementing the dual C(G) of the group G. Using the spacelike commutation relations and the property
In the discussion of the abelian case we have mentioned that one can construct, e.g. by the method given in [22] , local implementers of the dual groupĜ. For the quantum double D(G) of a non-abelian group G, however, which is not spanned by its grouplike elements, another approach is needed. What we are looking for is, for every double cone O, a family of orthogonal projections V O (g) fulfilling
and transforming correctly under the (unbroken) group G
In order to obtain operators with these properties we make use of the isomorphism, for every wedge W , between F(W ) ∨ U (G) ′′ and F(W ) ⋊ α G. We shortly remind the construction of the crossed product M ⋊ G. It is represented on the Hilbert spaceH = L 2 (G, H) of square integrable functions from G to H. The algebra M acts according to (π(x)f )(g) = α g −1 (x) f (g) whereas the group G is unitarily represented by (Ū (k)f )(g) = f (k −1 g). With these definitions one can easily verify the equationŪ (k) π(x)Ū (k) * = π •α k (x). If the group G is finite one can furthermore define the projections (Ē(k)f )(g) = δ g,k f (g) for which one obviously hasŪ (g)Ē(k) =Ē(gk)Ū (g). As already discussed above there is, as a consequence of the outerness of the action of the group, an isomorphism between the algebras M ∨ U (G) ′′ and M ⋊ α G sending g x g U (g) to g π(x g )Ū (g).
As both algebras are of type III and live on separable Hilbert spaces this isomorphism is unitarily implemented and can be used to pull back the projectionsĒ(k) to the Hilbert space H where we denote them by E(k). (E(e) is nothing but the Jones projection in the extension M 2 of the inclusion M ⊂ M ∨ U (G) ′′ .) Applying these considerations to the algebras of the wedges W O L and W O R we obtain the families of projections
which we use to define
The properties (4.23) of orthogonality and completeness are obvious whereas covariance (4.25) follows from (4.26) and
It remains to show the implementation property (4.24) . Using
where we have written (abusively)
, thus implementing the restriction of γ g toF(O). It should be remarked that the apparently simpler definitioñ 
Spectral properties
The above discussion was to a large extent independent of the quantum field theoretic application insofar as the action of the quantum double on a certain class of *-algebras was concerned. As we have seen, any *-algebra which is at the same time acted upon by a finite group G and graded by G supports an action of the double provided the relation (4.8) holds. The converse is also true. Let M be a *-algebra on which the double acts. Then M g = γ g (M) induces a G-grading satisfying (4.8). It may however happen that M g = {0} for g in a normal subgroup. This possibility can be eliminated by demanding the existence of a unitary representation of G in M : G ∋ g → U (g) ∈ M g . In the situation at hand this condition is fulfilled by construction.
We now turn to the spectral properties of the action of the double. To this purpose we introduce the following notion [45] , already encountered implicitly in the proof of Proposition 3.14.
Definition 4.6 A normclosed linear subspace T of a von Neumann algebra M is called a Hilbert space in
for all x ∈ T and x ∈ M and xa = 0 ∀a ∈ T implies x = 0.
The name is justified as x, y 1 = x * y defines a scalar product in T . One can thus choose a basis ψ i , i = 1 . . . d T satisfying the requirements (3.30, 3.31) . The interest of this definition stems from the following well known lemma, the easy proof of which we omit. 
(4.32)
Our aim will now be to show that the extended algebrasF(O), O ∈ K in fact contain such tensor multiplets for every irreducible representation of D(G). In order to do this we make use of the representation theory of the double developed in [4] . (D(G) being semisimple, every finite dimensional representation decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible ones.) The (equivalence classes of) irreducible representations are labelled by pairs (c, π), where c ∈ C(G) is a conjugacy class and π is an irreducible representation of the normalizer group N c . Here N c is the abstract group corresponding to the mutually isomorphic normalizers N g for g ∈ c, already encountered in Theorem 3.13. The representationπ labelled by (c, π) is obtained by choosing an arbitrary g 0 ∈ c and inducing up from the representationπ
For a more complete discussion we refer to [4] remarking only thatπ (c,π) (V g U h ) = 0 if g ∈ c. 
Definition 4.8 The action of a group or Hopf algebra on a von Neumann algebra is dominant iff the algebra of fixed points is properly infinite and there is an irreducible tensor in the sense of Lemma 4.7 for every finite dimensional unitary representation of the group or Hopf algebra, respectively.

Proposition 4.9 LetM be a von Neumann algebra supporting an action of the quantum double D(G). Assume further that there is a unitary representation of G inM wherē U (g) ∈M g and α h (Ū (g)) =Ū (hgh −1 ). Then the action of D(G) onM is dominant if and only if the action of
one verifies that the Ψ ij constitute a complete family of mutually orthogonal isometries spanning a vectorspace of dimension nd = dim(π (c,π) ). That this space is mapped into itself by the action of the double follows from the fact that, for every k ∈ G, k x i can uniquely be written as x j h, h ∈ N g . Finally, the multiplet transforms according to the representation (c, π) of D(G), which is evident from the definition of the latter in [ 
Commutation relations and statistics
Up to this point our investigations in this section have focussed on the local inclusion A(O) ⊂F(O) for any fixed region O. Having clarified the relation between these algebras in terms of the action of the quantum double we can now complete our discussion of the latter. To this purpose we recall that the double construction has been introduced in [1] as a means of obtaining quasitriangular Hopf algebras (quantum groups) in the sense defined there, i.e. Hopf algebras possessing a 'universal R-matrix'. As it turns out the latter appears quite naturally in our approach when considering the spacelike commutation relations of irreducible D(G)-multiplets as defined above. 
where D 1 , D 2 are the matrices of the respective representations and
) and the properties of the disorder operators we have
from which (4.35) follows. Remarks. 1. Commutation relations of this C-number type have apparently first been considered in [24] . Proof. The proof is omitted as it is identical to the proof of [52, Prop. 6.9] where compact groups are considered. Remarks. 1. In application to the netÂ the endomorphisms ρ are localized only in wedge regions, i.e. they are of solitonic character. 2. Due to the spontaneous breakdown of the quantum symmetry the endomorphisms ρ which arise from non-group representations of D(G) should not be considered as true superselection sectors of the net A ↾ H 0 . This would be justified if the symmetry were unbroken. Nevertheless, one can analyze their statistics, as will be done in the rest of this section.
In order to study the statistics of endomorphisms one introduces [17, 25] the statistics operators
where U 2 is a charge transporter intertwining ρ 2 andρ 2 , the latter being localized in the right spacelike complement of the localisation region of ρ 1 . With
i ψ (2) * i and using the spacelike commutation relations (4.35) we obtain
Introducing the left inverse [15] of an endomorphism, which for morphisms implemented by a multiplet of field operators [19] is given by
one obtains for the statistics parameter [15] 
An easy calculation shows that X = m(R) = g V g U g is a unitary element in the center of D(G). This implies that it is represented by a phase ω r in every irreducible representation r of D(G), i.e. M lj = δ lj ω ρ which, applying the completeness relation (3.31), gives
Recalling Lemma 4.7 we see that in restriction to a field operator in a multiplet transforming according to the irreducible representation r the action of γ X amounts to multiplication by ω r . The unitary X ∈ D(G) may thus be interpreted as the quantum double analogon of the group element k which distinguishes between bosons and fermions. This is reminiscent of the notion of ribbon elements in the framework of quantum groups, see Appendix A. In fact, the operator X defined above is just the inverse of Drinfel'd's u = g V g U g −1 which itself is a ribbon element due to S(u) = u. Appealing to the representation theory of D(G) as expounded in [4] it is easy to compute the phase ω r for the representation r = (c, π). It is given by the scalar to which g ∈ c, obviously being contained in the center of the normalizer N g , is mapped by the irreducible representation π of N g . As an immediate consequence [3] ω r is an n-th root of unity where n is the order of g.
Another consequence of (4.44) is that the statistical dimension of the sector ρ, defined as d ρ = |λ ρ | −1 coincides with the dimension of the corresponding representation of the quantum double. This was to be expected and is in accord with the fact [50] that the action of finite dimensional Hopf algebras cannot give rise to noninteger dimensions.
We now turn to the calculation of the monodromy operator
which measures the deviation from permutation group statistics. Inserting the statistics operators according to (4.40) and using twice the orthogonality relation we obtain
The numerical factor to the right can be simplified to
can be considered as the quantum group version of the monodromy operator. Finally we define the statistics characters [26] by
Due to the fact that φ i (ε M (ρ i , ρ j ) * ) is a selfintertwiner of ρ j and the irreducibility of the latter, this gives a square matrix of c-numbers indexed by the superselection sectors, i.e. in our case the representations of the double. Inserting (4.46) and using Y ij ∝ 1 we obtain
In [9] it was shown that Y is invertible, in fact 1 |G| Y is unitary. In conjunction with the known facts concerning the representation theory one concludes [9] that the quantum double D(G) is a modular Hopf algebra in the sense of [8] . We are now in a position to complete our demonstration of the complete parallelism between quantum group theory and quantum field theory (which we claim only for the quantum double situation at hand!). What remains to be discussed is the Verlinde algebra structure [10] behind the fusion of representations of the double and the associated endomorphisms ofF, respectively. The fusion rules are said to be diagonalized by a unitary matrix S if
(For a comprehensive survey of fusion structures see [11] .) One speaks of a Verlinde algebra if, in addition, S is symmetric, there is a diagonal matrix T of phases satisfying T C = CT = T (C ij = δ i is the charge conjugation matrix) and S and T constitute a representation of SL(2, Z) (in general not of P SL(2, Z) = SL(2, Z)/Z 2 ), i.e.
On the one hand the representation categories of modular Hopf algebras are known [8] to be modular, i.e. to satisfy (4.51) and (4.52) , where the phases in T are given by the values of the ribbon element X in the irreducible representations.
On the other hand this structure has been shown [26] to arise from the superselection structure of every rational quantum field theory in 1 + 1 dimensions. In this framework the phases in T are given by the phases of the statistics parameters (4.44), whereas the matrix S arises from the statistics characters
For nondegenerate theories the number σ = i ω
. Using the result [9] σ = |G| this condition is seen to be fulfilled, for the semisimplicity of D(G) gives
We thus observe, for the orbifold theories under study, a perfect parallelism between the general superselection theory [26] for quantum field theories in low dimensions and the representation theory of the quantum double [4] . This parallelism extends beyond the Verlinde structure. One observes, e.g., that the equations (2.4.2) of [4] and (2.30) in [26] , both stating that the monodromy operator is diagonalized by certain intertwining operators, are identical although derived in apparently unrelated frameworks.
Bosonization
In this section we will show how the methods expounded in the preceding sections can be used to obtain an understanding of the Bose/Fermi correspondence in 1+1 dimensions in the framework of local quantum theory. This is so say, we will show how one can pass from a fermionic net of algebras with twisted duality to a bosonic net satisfying Haag duality on the same Hilbert space, and vice versa. Our method amounts to a continuum version of the Jordan-Wigner transformation and is reminiscent of Araki's approach to the XY-model [53] .
Our starting point is as defined in the introduction, i.e. a net of field algebras with fermionic commutation relations (1.4) and twisted duality (1.11) augmented by the split property for wedge regions introduced in section 2. As before there exists a selfadjoint unitary operator V distinguishing between even and odd operators. For the present investigations, however, the existence of further inner symmetries is ignored as they are irrelevant for the spacelike commutation relations. Therefore we now repeat the field extension of section 3 replacing the group G by the subgroup Z 2 = {e, k}. This amounts to simply extending the local algebras by the disorder operator associated with the only nontrivial group element kF
is isotonous, i.e. a net. This is of course the simplest instance of the situation discussed at the beginning of section 4 where it was explained that there is an action of the dual groupĜ on the extended net. We thus have an action of Z 2 × Z 2 on the quasilocal algebraF generated by α = Ad V and β
where F, G ∈ F. We now defineF(O) as the fixpoint algebra under the diagonal action
ObviouslyF(O) is can be represented as the following unioñ
It is instructive to compareF (O) with the twisted algebra
the only difference being that in the former expression V O appears instead of V . This reflects just the difference between Jordan-Wigner and Klein transformations. It is well known that the net F t is local relative to F. That the former cannot be local itself, however, follows clearly from the fact that it is unitarily equivalent to the latter by 
Wedge duality holds for the netF. 
gives exactly two factors of −1. The first arises from 
which completes the proof. It is obvious that the netF is Poincaré covariant with respect to the original representation of P. Finally, the group G acts onF via the adjoint representation g → Ad U (g). In particular Ad U (k) = Ad V acts trivially on the first summand of the decomposition (5.5) and by multiplication with −1 on the second, i.e. the bosonized theory carries an action of Z 2 in a natural way.
It should be clear that the same construction can be used to obtain a twisted dual fermionic net from a Haag dual bosonic net with a Z 2 symmetry. It is not entirely trivial that these operations performed twice lead back to the net one started with, as the operators V O constructed with the original and the bosonized net might differ. That this is not the case, however, can be derived from the above Lemma, which is left to the reader.
Conclusions and outlook
In this final section we summarize our results and relate them to some of those in the literature. Starting from a local quantum field theory in 1 + 1 dimensions with an unbroken group symmetry we have discussed disorder operators which implement a global symmetry on some wedge region and commute with the operators localized in the spacelike complement of a somewhat larger wedge. Whereas disorder operators are only localized in wedge regions, they can in a natural way be associated to the bounded region where the interpolation between the global group action and the trivial action takes place. Extending the local algebras F(O) of the original theory by the disorder operators corresponding to the double cone O gives rise to a nonlocal netF which is uniquely defined. We have shown that for every quantum field theory fulfilling a sufficiently strong version of the split property disorder operators exist and can be chosen such as to transform nicely under the global group action. As a consequence, the extended theory supports an action of the quantum double D(G) which, however, is spontaneously broken in the sense that only the subalgebra CG is implemented by operators on the Hilbert space. Nevertheless, all other aspects of the quantum symmetry, like R-matrix commutation relations and the Verlinde algebra, show up and correspond nicely to the structures expected due to the general analysis [25, 26] . The spontaneous breakdown of the quantum symmetry is in accord with the findings of [54] where it was argued (in the case of a cyclic group Z(N )) that the vacuum expectation values of order and disorder variables can vanish jointly, as they must in the case of unbroken quantum symmetry, only if there is no mass gap. Massless theories are, however, ruled out by the postulate of the split property for wedges upon which our analysis hinges.
The fact that in the situation studied in this paper 'one half' of the quantum double symmetry is spontaneously broken hints at an alternative construction which we describe briefly. Given a local net of C * -algebras with group symmetry there may of course be vacuum states which are not gauge invariant. Let us assume that ω e is such that ω g = ω e • α g = ω e ∀g = e, i.e. the symmetry is completely broken. One may now consider the reducible representation ⊕ g π g of F on the Hilbert spaceĤ = L 2 (G, H) where π g is the GNS-representation corresponding to a soliton state which connects the vacua ω e and ω g . The existence of such states follows from the same set of assumptions as was used in the present investigation [32] . Again, one can construct operators U O (g) enjoying similar algebraic properties as the disorder operators appearing in this paper. Their interpretation is different, however, in that they are true soliton operators interwining the vacuum representation and the soliton sectors. Extending the local algebras according to (3.1) gives rise to a field netF which acts irreducibly onĤ. The details of the construction outlined above, which is complementary in many ways to the one studied in the present work, will be given in a forthcoming publication. In the solitonic variant there is also an action of the quantum double D(G) where the action of C(G) is implemented in the obvious way, whereas the group symmetry is spontaneously broken.
Although the split property for wedges should be satisfied by reasonable massive quantum field theories it definitely excludes conformally invariant models, which via [3, 4] provided part of the motivation for the present investigation. Concerning this somewhat disturbing point we confine ourselves to the following remarks. It is well known that quantum field theories in 1 + 1 dimensions, like the P(φ) 2 models, possess a unique symmetric vacuum for some range of the parameters whereas spontaneous symmetry breakdown and vacuum degeneracy occur for other choices. The construction sketched above shows that the algebraic structure of order/disorder duality is the same in both massive regimes. It is furthermore known that the P(φ) 2 theory with interaction λφ 4 − δφ 2 possesses a critical point at the interface between the symmetric and broken phases. Unfortunately, little is rigorously known about the possible conformal invariance of the theory at this point. The case of conformal invariance is quite different anyway, for Haag duality of the net F and of the fixpoint net A are compatible in contrast to the massive case.
In the framework of lattice models things are easier as the local degrees of freedom are amenable to more direct manipulation. The authors of [7] considered a class of models where the disorder as well as the order operators were explicitly defined by specifying their action on the Hilbert space associated to a finite region. They then had to assume the existence of a vacuum state which is invariant under the action of the quantum double. In his approach [53] to the XY-model Araki similarly defines an automorphism of the algebra of order variables which is localized in a halfspace and then constructs the crossed product. In the continuum solitonic automorphisms can be defined for some models [28] , but for a model independent analysis there seems to be no alternative to our abstract approach.
As to the interpretation of the structures found in the present work and outlined above, we have already remarked that they may be considered as a local version of the construction of the quantum double. The quantum double was invented by Drinfel'd as a means to obtain quasitriangular Hopf algebras, and in [2] it was shown to be 'factorizable', see Appendix A. Furthermore, every finite dimensional factorizable Hopf algebra can be obtained as a quotient of a quantum double by a twosided ideal. One may therefore expect that quantum doubles will play an important role in an extension of the constructions in [21] to low dimensional theories.
A Quantum groups and quantum doubles
A Hopf algebra is an algebra H which at the same time is a coalgebra, i.e. there are homomorphisms ∆ : H → H ⊗ H and ε : H → C satisfying
with the usual identification H ⊗ C = C ⊗ H = H. Furthermore, there is an antipode, i.e. an antihomomorphism S : H → H for which
where m : H ⊗ H → H is the multiplication map of the algebra. Remark. By (A.2) the counit, which is simply a one dimensional representation, is the 'neutral element' with respect to the comultiplication. For the quantum double D(G) defined in Definition 4.1 these maps are given by
on the basis {V (g)U (h) g, h ∈ G} and extended to D(G) by linearity. A Hopf algebra H is quasitriangular, or simply a quantum group, if there is an element
Here R 12 = R ⊗ 1, R 23 = 1 ⊗ R and R 13 = (id ⊗ σ)(R ⊗ 1). As a consequence, R satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation
It is easy to verify that the R-matrix (4.36) satisfies these requirements. Remark. As shown by Drinfel'd, for quantum groups the square of the antipode is inner, i.e. S 2 (a) = uau −1 where u is given by
For quantum doubles of finite groups the antipode is even involutive (S 2 = id, equivalently u is central). This holds for all finite dimensional Hopf-*-algebras, whether quantum groups or not. A quantum group is called factorizable [2] if the map H * → H given by H * ∋ x → x ⊗ id, I is nondegenerate, where I is as in (4.48) . Quantum doubles are automatically factorizable.
A quasitriangular Hopf algebra possessing a (non unique) central element v satisfying the conditions
where u is the operator defined in the above remark, is called a ribbon Hopf algebra [8] .
Finally, modular Hopf algebras are defined by some restrictions on their representation structure, the most important of which is the nondegeneracy of the matrix Y defined in (4.50). Obviously, the conditions of factorizability and modularity are strongly related.
B Generalization to continuous groups
In this appendix we will generalize our considerations on quantum double actions to arbitrary locally compact groups (the quantum field theoretic framework gives rise only to compact groups.) In section 4 we identified von Neumann algebras acted upon by the double D(G) of a finite group with von Neumann algebras which are simultaneously graded by the group and automorphically acted upon by the latter, satisfying in addition the relation (4.8). The concept of group grading, however, loses its meaning for continuous groups. This problem is solved by appealing to the well known fact (see e.g. the introduction to [55] ) that an algebra A (von Neumann or unital C * ) graded by a finite group G is the same as an algebra with a coaction of the group. A coaction is a homomorphism δ from A into A ⊗ CG satisfying
where δ G : CG → CG ⊗ CG is the coproduct given by g → g ⊗ g. The correspondence between these notions is as follows. Given a G-graded algebra A = ⊕ g A g , A g A h ⊂ A gh and defining δ(x) = x⊗g for x ∈ A g one obtains a coaction. The converse is also true. The relation α g (A h ) = A ghg −1 between the group action and the grading obviously translates to
2)
The concept of coaction extends to continuous groups, where the group algebra CG is replaced by the von Neumann algebra L(G) (here we will treat only quantum double actions on von Neumann algebras) of the left regular representation which is generated by the operators (λ(g)ξ)(h) = ξ(g −1 h) on the Hilbert space L 2 (G).
In the next step we give a precise definition of the double of continuous group. To this purpose we have to put a topology on the crossed product of some algebra of functions on the group by the adjoint action of the latter. There are many ways of doing this, as is generally the case with infinite dimensional vector spaces. For compact Lie groups two different constructions, one of which appears to generalize to arbitrary compact groups, have been given in in [56] . The most important virtue of this work is that the topological Hopf algebras obtained there are reflexive as topological vector spaces, making the duality between D(G) and D(G) * very explicit. From the technical point of view, however, the Fréchet topologies on which this approach relies are not very convenient.
In the following we will define the quantum double in the framework of Kac algebras [57, 58] . The latter has been invented as a generalization of locally compact groups which is closed under duality. As the C * and von Neumann versions of Kac algebras have been proved [58] equivalent (generalizing the equivalence between locally compact groups and measurable groups) it is just a matter of convenience which formulation we use. We therefore consider first the von Neumann version which is technically easier.
We start with the von Neumann algebra M = L ∞ (G) of essentially bounded measurable functions acting on the Hilbert space H = L 2 (G) by pointwise multiplication. With the coproduct Γ(f )(g, h) = f (gh) and the involution κ(f )(g) = f (g −1 ) it is a coinvolutive Hopf von Neumann algebra. This means Γ is a coassociative isomorphism of M into M ⊗M , κ is an anti-automorphism (complex linear, antimultiplicative and κ(x * ) = κ(x) * ) and Γ • κ = σ • (κ ⊗ κ) • Γ holds where σ is the flip. The weight ϕ, defined on M + by ϕ(f ) = G dg f (g), is normal, faithful, semifinite (n.f.s.) and fulfills This makes (M, Γ, κ, ϕ) a Kac algebra in the sense of [57] , well known as KA(G). The dual Kac algebra [57] of KA(G) is KS(G) = (L(G),Γ,κ,φ), the von Neumann algebra of the left regular representation equipped with the coproductΓ(λ(g)) = λ(g) ⊗ λ(g), the coinvolutionκ(λ(g)) = λ(g −1 ) and the weightφ which we do not bother to state (see e.g. [60] ).
Defining now an action of G on M by the automorphisms α g (f )(h) = f (g −1 hg) it is trivial to check weak continuity with respect to g. Furthermore, α g is unitarily implemented by u g = λ(g)ρ(g), where (ρ(g)ξ)(h) = ∆(g) 1/2 ξ(hg) is the right regular representation. We can thus consider the crossed product (in the usual von Neumann algebraic sense [43] 
Proposition B.1 There are mappingsΓ,κ,φ onM such that the quadruple (M ,Γ,κ,φ) is a Kac algebra, which we call the quantum double D(G). On the subalgebras π(M ) and λ 1 (G) ′′ = 1 M ⊗ L(G) the coproduct and the coinvolution act according tõ
The Haar weightφ is given by the dual weight [60] 
whereδ is the dual coaction fromM toM ⊗ L(G) which acts according tõ
Proof. The automorphisms α g of M are easily shown to satisfy 
Proposition B.2 The dual Kac algebra of the quantum double is
. The coproduct and the counit arễ
where R and V are given by
Proof. This is just the specialization of [61, Théorème 2] to the situation at hand. According to this theorem the von Neumann algebra underlying the dual of the crossed product Kac algebra Remark. If the group G is not finite the quantum double is neither compact nor discrete, for the weightsφ,φ =φ ⊗ ϕ are both infinite.
We are now in a position to define a coaction of the dual double D(G) on an algebra A, provided A supports an action α and a coaction δ satisfying (B.2) (with g replaced by λ(g)). In order to remove the apparent asymmetry between α : A × G → A and δ : A → A ⊗ L(G) we write the former as the homomorphism α : A) . We now show that the maps α and δ can be put together to yield a coaction.
where σ :
The second equality follows from the connection (B.2) between the action α and the coaction δ whereas the third derives from the defining property (B.1) of the coactionΓ. Now (α gh ⊗Γ) • δ(x) is seen to be nothing but [(1 ⊗ σ ⊗ 1) (Γ ⊗ Γ)(x) (1 ⊗ σ ⊗ 1)](g, h), and the adjoint action of R in (B.8) is seen to have the same effect as Ad (ı A ⊗ Ad λ h ⊗ ı L ) due to ρ(g) ∈ L(G) ′ .
Proposition B.5 The fixpoint algebra under the coaction ∆, defined as A ∆ = {x ∈ A | ∆(x) = x ⊗ 1D}, is given by 15) where A α , A δ are defined analogously.
Proof. Obvious consequence of Definition B.3. The coaction of the dual double D(G) on A constructed above is exactly the kind of output the theory of depth-2 inclusions [50, 62] would give when applied to the inclusion A D(G) ⊂ A, which in the quantum field theoretical application corresponds to A(O) ⊂F(O). Nevertheless it is perhaps not exactly what one might have desired from a generalization of the results of section 4 to compact groups. At least to a physicist, some kind of bilinear map γ : A × D(G) → A, as it was defined above for finite G, would seem more intuitive. This map should be well defined on the whole algebra A. Such a map can be constructed, provided the von Neumann double D(G) is replaced by its C * -variant, which is uniquely defined by the above mentioned results [59, 58] . The details will be given in a subsequent publication.
C Chiral theories on the circle
For all of the foregoing analysis the split property for wedges was absolutely crucial. While this property has been proved only for free massive fields [40] it should be true for all reasonable theories with a mass gap. For conformally invariant theories in 1 + 1 dimensions, however, it has no chance to hold. This is a consequence of the fact that two wedges W 1 ⊂ W 2 'touch at infinity'. More precisely, there is an element of the conformal group transforming W 1 , W 2 into double cones having a corner in common. For such regions there can be no interpolating type I factor, see e.g. [35] . On the other hand, for chiral theories on a circle, into which a 1+1 dimensional conformal theory should factorize, an appropriate kind of split property makes sense. For a general review of the framework, including a proof of the split property from the finiteness of the trace of e −τ L 0 , we refer to [63] . We restrict ourselves to a concise statement of the axioms.
For every interval I on the circle such that I = S 1 , there is a von Neumann algebra A(I) on the common Hilbert space H. The assignment I → A(I) fulfills isotony and locality:
(C.1)
Furthermore, there is a strongly continuous unitary representation of the Möbius group SU (1, 1) such that α g (A(I)) = Ad U (g)(A(I)) = A(gI). Finally, the generator L 0 of the rotations is supposed to be positive and the existence of a unique invariant vector Ω is assumed.
Starting from these assumptions one can prove, among other important results, that the local algebras A(I) are factors of type III 1 for which the vacuum is cyclic and separating. Furthermore, Haag duality [63] is fulfilled automatically:
Given a chiral theory in its defining (vacuum) representation π 0 one may consider inequivalent representations. An important first result [64] stated that all positive energy representations are locally equivalent to the vacuum representation, i.e. π ↾ A(I) ∼ = π 0 ↾ A(I) ∀I. This implies that all superselection sectors are of the DHR type and can be analyzed accordingly [30, 27] . As a means of studying the superselection theory of a model it has been proposed [65] At least for strongly additive theories, where A(I 1 ) ∨ A(I 2 ) = A(I) if I 1 ∪ I 2 = I, the inclusion (C.4) is easily seen to be irreducible. In the presence of nontrivial superselection sectors this inclusion is strict as the intertwiners between endomorphisms localized in I 1 , I 3 , respectively, are contained in the larger algebra of (C.4) by Haag duality but not in the smaller one. Furthermore, for rational theories the inclusion (C.4) is expected to have finite index.
While we have nothing to add in the way of model independent analysis the techniques developed in the preceding sections can be applied to a large class of interesting models. These are chiral nets obtained as fixpoints of a larger one under the action of a group. I. e. we start with a net I → F(I) on the Hilbert space H fulfilling isotony and locality, the latter possibly twisted. The Möbius group SU (1, 1) and the group G of inner symmetries are unitarily represented with common invariant vector Ω. Again, the net F is supposed to fulfill the split property (with the obvious modifications due to the different geometry). The net I → A(I) is now defined by A(I) = F(I)∧U (G) ′ and A(I) = A(I) ↾ H 0 where H 0 is the space of G-invariant vectors. The proof of Haag duality for chiral theories referred to above applies also to the net A, implying that there is no analogue of the violation of duality for the fixpoint net as occurs in 1+1 dimensions. This is easily understood as a consequence of the fact that the spacelike complement of an interval is again an interval, thus connected. However, our methods can be used to study the inclusion (C.4).
It is clear that due to the split property
Our aim will now be to compute (A(I 2 ) ∨ A(I 4 )) ′ . In analogy to the 1+1 dimensional case we use the split property to construct unitaries W 1...4 : H → H ⊗ H implementing the following isomorphisms: [U i (g), U i+2 (h)] = 0, (C.10)
In a manner analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.9 one shows
At this point we strengthen the property of Haag duality for the net F by requiring
which by the above considerations amounts to F having no nontrivial superselection sectors. This condition is fulfilled, e.g., by the CAR algebra on the circle which also possesses the split property. The chiral Ising model as discussed in [66] is covered by our general framework (with the group Z 2 ). While (C.13) is a strong restriction it is the same as in [3] where the larger theory was supposed to be 'holomorphic'. At this place it might be appropriate to emphasise that the requirement of (twisted) Haag duality (1.11) made above when considering 1+1 dimensional theories by no means excludes nontrivial superselection sectors.
Making use of (C.13) we can now state quite explicitly how (A 2 ∨A 4 ) ′ looks. In analogy to Theorem 3.10 we obtain
(C.14)
Again, using (C.13) one can check that α 2 (g) = Ad U 2 (g) restrict to automorphisms of F 1 ∨ F 3 rendering the algebra F 1 ∨ F 3 ∨ U 2 (G) ′′ a crossed product. Recalling
we have the following natural sequence of inclusions: In the case of G being abelian where the U i (g) are invariant under global gauge transformations we obtain a square structure similar to the one encountered in Section 3.
(C.17)
It may be instructive to compare the above result with the situation prevailing in 2 + 1 or more dimensions. There, as already mentioned in the introduction, the superselection theory for localized charges is isomorphic to the representation theory of a (unique) compact group. Furthermore, there is a net of field algebras acted upon by this group, such that the observables arise as the fixpoints. The analogue of the inclusion (C.4) then is 
